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AKceHOB B.n. If Ap. 
OTpa.,KeHHe 11 npenoMJieHHe HeHTpOHOB c nepeBopOTOM 
cn11Ha B cTp)'KType Fe-Gd 
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lfccJJe,[(OBaHO OTpa)Kem-1e If npeJJOMJleHHe nom1pH30BaHHblX HeHTpOHOB B IIJle-
0 0 

HO'-IHOH cTp)'KType Fe(I000A)/Gd(50A) B pe)lmMe rettepautttt CTO}[t.Jett HeiiTpoH-
noii BOJ1Hhl. lfCIIOJ1h30BaH MeTO,[( npocTpaHCTBeHHOfO pacmeIIJ1eHtt}[ IIOJJ}[ptt30BaH
HOro IlyYKa HeiiTpOHOB. BHeumee MarHHTHOe IIOJle, HanpaBJJeHHOe napanJJeJlbHO 
IIJJOCKOCTH IIJleHKH, COCTaBJl}[J]O 18 3 + 4,4 K3. O6ttapy)KeH npou,ecc Tpex IIOCJle
,[(OBaTeJlbHblX nepeBopoTOB CIIHHa HeiiTpOHa. JlBa nepeBopoTa CIIttHa HeHTpOHa 
CB}[3aHbl C nepe,[(at.JeH MOMeHTa B IIJJOCKOCTH IIJleHKH, a TpenIH - C nepe,[(at.JeH MO
MeHTa B HanpaBJJeHHH, nepneH,[(HKYJJ}[pHOM IIJJOCKOCTH. 3To MO)KeT 6h1Tb o6'b}[Ctte
HO cymecrnoBa1meM ,[(OMeHHOH CTPYKTYPhI, B KOTopoiI BeKTop HaMarnttt.JeHHOCTtt 
HanpaBJJeH IIO,[( yrnoM K IIJJOCKOCTH IIJleHKH. 

Pa6orn BblIIOHHena B na6oparnp1m HettTpOHHOH <ptt3HKH HM.lf.M.<l>paHKa 
Olf51lf. 
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Reflection and Refraction of Spin-Flip Neutrons in a Fe-Gd Structure 
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Neutron reflection and refraction in the Fe(l000A)/Gd(50A) film structure 
were investigated.in the regime of generating a neutron standing wave. The polar
ized neutron beam-splitting method was used. An external magnetic field, chang
ing within the limits 18 Oe to 4.4 kOe, was applied in the plane of the film. Three 
sequentially occurring neutron spin transitions were discovered. Two of them 
were accompanied with a momentum transfer in the plane of the film, and the 
third was accompanied with a momentum transfer in the direction perpendicular to 
the plane. This can be explained by the existence of a domain structure where the 
magnetization vector is directed out of the film plane. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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1. Introduction 

The magnetism of multilayer (ML) rear-earth-transition metal 

(REffM) is unique [1]. The effects of exchange and magneto-crystalline 

anisotropy make the magnetic phase diagram rather complex. For the ML 

Gd/Fe system, spatially extended magnetic structures peculiar to "aligned Fe", 

"aligned Gd", and "twisted" phases were predicted [2-4]. The existence of 

these phases was confirmed in [5-8]. The investigation of ML (REffM) by 

polarized neutron transmission and reflection permits us to determine the 

spatial profile of the magnetization vector. As a result, the parameters of the 

exchange REffM interaction and magnetic anisotropy can be determined rather 

accurately. In the last two or three years, the effects of standing wave 

generation of a certain spin state [9-11] and polarized beam splitting at the 

interface of two media were observed in the experiments on polarized neutrons 

[12]. The methods based on this phenomena permit investigations of regions 

near separate interfaces, with a spatial resolution of IO A and sensitivity of IO 

Oe and 1 ° by the value and direction of the magnetization vector, respectively. 

In this work, the first results of investigating the structure of Fe(IO00 A)/Gd(S0 

A) using the methods of generating of standing waves and splitting the 

polarized neutron beam, performed at room temperature in the range of 

measurement of the strength of the external magnetic field, 18 Oe -;. 4.4 KOe, 

are reported. 

2. The investigation methods and instruments 

In this study, the method of neutron density concentration on certain 

structure layers was applied. For this purpose, an investigated sample of 
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glass/Fe(lOOOA)/Gd(SOA) was prepared iil a manner to form a neutron wave 

field in ihe form of a standing wave in the region around the Fe-Gd interface. A 

1000 A - thick iron layer played the role of the reflector of the incident wave. 

The standing wave forms for a positive spin state (spin projection along the 

magneiic· field direction) in the range of values of the perpendicular to the 

interfac'e Wavelength AJ. > ;A.4 arid for.a negative spin state (spin projection 

opposite the magnetic field direction) in the range A..L > A..L. ( :A.l+ and AL a.re·the 

limiting values of the perpendicular wavelength for the positive and negative 

spin states). With an increase in A..I. above the:lirniting value, an antinode of 

standing wave is moving from the reflector. This fact permits one to scan the 

region" ab~ve the "refl~ctor ~urface, by changing A..L ~d; thus; deterrine the 
" . 

location of the'absorbing or spin-flipping layer. 

To identify\he transition type in a magnetic field· with 'the gradient 

perpendicular.to th~ interface and determine the 'hiagnetic field-strength in the 

layer adjac~nt to the surface, a new rri~thod was used.· The new method is based 

on th~ spatial ~plitting of the polarised ne~tro'n be~ into a neutron beam that 

e'x.pen~nced a spin transition in th~ magnetic field and a neritroifbearfrthat did 

not. The method co~s.ists i~ measuring the diff~rential angle Ll8 b~twe~n these 
' . 

beams. In the reflectom~tric measurements, th~ differential 'itrigle ~e; is 

proportional to the value of the magnetic field Hs1 in front or'th~ first'inteiface 

of the nonmagnetic layer with the ~agnetic layer. After this' poi~i: there is the 

magnetic field gradient directed perpendicular to the interface. 

In the measurements of neutron transmission through :-the magnetic 

layer, the differential angle Ll01r is proportional to the magnetic field Hs2 in the 

nonmagnetic layer near its interface· ;ith the magne~ic layer, where the 
' -

magnetic field alteration stops due to· the perpendic~lar gradient. The magnetic 
-.f. 

fields Hs, and Hs2 are connected by the relation Hs2=Hs1 +VH12, where VH12 

n, ... ,..~,- ~" - l\<>r• .._,1'tJT I ~?u- u~A••'•"" li:u~lDu:, .. ,a.,- • 

on-:µ!ii.l'K uc:::.~;m~auufl 
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is the magnetic field alteration on the neutron path between the magnetic and 

nonmagnetic layer interfaces that is caused by the magnetic field gradient 

perpendicular to the interface. From the condition of noninterrµption of the 

normal component of the !Jlagnetic induction on.the.interface, the value Hs can 

be connected with the boundary value of Jn of the perpendicµlar component of 

the magnetisation of ii magnetic layer and the values of the tangential Ht and 

the perpendicular Hn components-of the strength of the external magnetic field: 

f-ls = (Ht 2 +( Hn + Jn)2 )1'2• 

The measurements were carried out at the SPN. polarised neutron 

spectrometer of the IBR-2 pulsed reactor in Dubna. The mean-square deviation 

of the grazing angle 0=2.5+4 mrad of the incident neutron beam normal to the 
• r . . ' .<r ;'' 

reflecting surface of the sample was equal to ±0.25 mrad. The mean-squar~ 

deviation of the wavelength from the average value 1 + lOA was equal to 0.02A. 

The·neutron beam reflected from or. refracted in the investigated sample was 

trans!Jlitted through the polarization an~yzer and registered by a 3He gas 

position-sensitive detector. Spin-flippers were located between the polarizer 

and the sample, and bet)Veen the sample and the polarization analyzer. These 

spin-flippers changed the polarization of the beams inci~ent to the sample and 

passing through the sample. Thus, four counts of neutrons reflected from the 

sample and four coµnts. of neutrons refracted in the sample, corresponding to 

the four states "on(oft), on(oft)" of two spin-flippers, respectively, were 

registered. From _tq.os.e _coupts, the spin-qependent reflection coefficients R++, 

R+-, R+, and R_, and the spin-dependent transmission coefficients T ++, T +-, T_+, 
., " ·, , ~ . 

T _ [13], corresponding to the four spin transitions "++", "+-", "-+", "--", 

w~re determin~d. 
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3. Measurement results and discussion· 

In Fig. 1 the contours of equal intensity for reflected and refracted 

beams• at external magnetic field, values of 110, 163, and 277 Oe for• the 

spectromet~r state "on.off'. The depepdencies shown in Fig. 1 were obtained 

after the preliminary reverse II_lagnetization of the sample . with the 4 kOe 

magnetic field. It can be seen that at H=l 10 Oe, in addition to the reflected 

beam, (the grazing angle is 4.14 mrad) there are non-specular reflected and 

refracted neutron beams caused by the "-+L" transition. In the designation of 

the spin transition, "L" denotes that the quantization axis is a local magnetic 

field HLQC. At H=163 Oe, these beams are absent, while at H=277 Oe, there are 

already beams determined by the transi~ion "+-L". From the sign of the 

transmission of the energy L1E to the neutron, (the transition "+-L" takes place 

at ,1.E > 0 and the transition "-+L", at L1E < 0), one can make a conclusion 

about the type of transition. 
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Fig. I. Equal intensity contour. 
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Spectral dependencies of the reflection coefficient for spin-flip 

neutrons, obtained by the polarization analysis, are shown in Fig. 2. Here, the 

data for the case of non-specular reflection are marked by closed circles for the 

transition "+-L" ahd with open circles for the transition "-+L": it can be seen 

that at H=277 Oe, the states "-+" and "+-" in the external magnetic field 

correspond tci the states "+-L" and "-+L;' in the local magnetic field. 
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Fig. 2. Reflection coefficients for the beams"+-" and"-+". 

Thus, we can conclude that at H > 163 Oe, two spin-flip processes 

exist, which change the initial and final neutron states to their .opposites. These 
~ . 

spin-flip processes,inay be connected either with the formation of a region of 

zero magnetic itiduction, where the reverse of the magnetic field induction 

vector takes place, or with a' region where the induction vector changes in a 

more complicated way. In the latter case, the. spin-flip is realized for the 
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wavelength band, while in the first case, it is realized for a semi-infinite 

interval of the wavelength with some maximum value Amax-

In Fig. 3, the dependencies for R++(A) and IL(A) are given. One can see 

that with an increasing magnetic field in the interval 110+277 Oe, the 

difference Lill.= R+;.(A) - R..(A) changes its sign and at H= 163 Oe, it reaches 

the minimum value by its absolute magnitude. At this point, the probability of 

a spin-flip in the region of a specular reflected beam increases (see Fig. 2 at 

H=163 Oe). The data of Figs. 2 and 3 at H=l63 Oe can be explained as a 

reduction of the perpendicular magnetization component Jn. The tangential 

magnetization component Jt tends to be directed perpendicularly to the 

direction of the external magnetic field. At preserit, precise calculations to 

determine the dependence of the profile of the magnetization vector on the 

strength of the external magnetic field are being carri,ed out. 
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Fig. 3. Reflection coefficients for the beams"++" and"--".,. 
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In Fig. ·4, the values of Jn1 and Jn2 versus the external magnetic field 

applied parallel to the plane of the sample, are shown. It can be seen that the 

absolute value of Jn1 and Jn2 practically do not change,and are 10+14 kOe at 

H < 150 Oe and 13+18 kOe at H > 200 Oe. At the point H•= 163 Oe, Jn1 and 

Jn2 change their signs. In the range H = 200 .+ 700 Oe, the Jn1. and Jn2 

alteration occurs in the opposite phase. This may be explained by the opposite 

correlated turning .of the magnetization vectors J 1 and Ji in respect to the 

direction of the external magnetic field: 

'-20.Q I ililii I iillii I I I Ii 

10.0 

Cl) 

0 
~ 0.0 -d _, 

-10.0 

O refrlection 

• refraction 

-20.0 I lliiiill I 11111111 I 1111 

10 100 1000 

H, Oe 

Fig. 4. The dependence of the perpendicular magnetization component in a 
gadolinium layer Jn1 (open circles) and in an iron layer Jn2 (closed circles). 
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. Further observation shows tpat with increasing magqetic field strength, 

up to a maximum value of 4.4 kOe, the intensity of the spin-flip neutron beams 

decreases. The grazing angle of these beams practically does not change. Such 

behavior can be expJained by a reduction in the cross-section of_ the reg_ions 

(domains), magnetized normal to the interface, or by the attempt of Jt to be 

oriented in the direction of the extern:il . magnetic fiel9. Finally, fro111 the 

spectral position of the maxima, jn the ref).ecHon ~oefficients of spin-flip 

neutrons, and minima connected with the absorption of neutrons in gadolinium 

wtien the field of neutron standing wayes•is generated, it follows that the region 

of flipping is located c!o~er to the Fe-Gd interface than the region of nuclear 

neutron absorption. · 

The above facts arid the prefiminary calculations allow us to draw the 

following picture of the distribution of magnetization in the Fe/Gd structure. 

First, there &re two types of regions. In the first region, the magnetization of the 

gadolinium layer is directed normal to the sample plane. The transmission of 
- • ; • < •, • < 'a ➔\• ,, 

neutrons through this region leads to polarized neutron bea,m splitting. At H = 
' ' . ~. ; '' " - ' ' , 

1-f , the magnetization of this region lies in the sµrface of the sampl~. 

The second region, where tpe cross~section area _at a strength of about 

300 Oe is at least ten times greater than that of the firstregion, is an iron layer 

coated by a gadolinium layer, or by a gadolinium oxide layer, and the 

magnetization is directed parallel to the direction of tpe external magnetic field. 

The transmissioµ of neµtrons through this region does not split the poJarized 

beam. At H=H'. the magnetization jn this region lies in the sample plane and is 

directed normal to the direction of the external magnetic field. 

Thus, the obtained results clearly demonstrate the efficiency of the joint 

use of neutron beam polarization analysis, the effect of polarized beam 

splitting, and the creation of a field of 11e4tron standing waves to investigate 
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layered ~tructures ch3:acterized by the complicated spatial behaviour of the 

magnetization vector. _ 
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